
define yourselflabels, labels, labels.

In an era where identity and social media are all the rage, we sit down with
visual artist Lala Drona to ask how the Internet and social media has
influenced and affected her work.

READ
Between screen and canvas, 
There is nothing more dangerous than a woman with a warm 
paintbrush.
Blank canvas calling, like whites of an eye begging for irises-
luring you in to paint that hole that lets us see the world.

From 0 to 1.  From what do we create?
We create from lack.  From nothing comes something.
An illusion, only nothing can come from nothing.
We create to fill the void.
We want to cover that hole because it’s just too painful when 
everything’s clear.
The screen calls: Click: sex, click: money, click: power:  The 
girls on the screen.  
Pixels manifest from paint.

Click to win! A woman in her prime: I’m a woman in mine. 
A face in the screen’s reflection, my face superimposed on 
what pops up.  I am click-for-sex, click-for-money, click-for-
power.  
The holes in their eyes staring through mine.

Canvas calling again and I’m 6 clicks in too deep, 
Can’t stop scrolling; paintbrush rubbing on canvas. 
Scrolling up, down, scrolling up, down— in strokes. 
I paint a body only to click it with the color of my choosing. 
These clicks are not transparent. 

These clicks – These fingers dipped deep into paint and 
I type on the canvas: Control + C
I won’t be alone. 
Control + V, another image, Control + V, Control + V, more 
paint: select all, Control + V, copies of copies and now I’m not 
alone. ▶
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L.D.: The Internet has made my career possible.
It’s enabled me to collaborate with other creatives
and make our voices heard. I’m off to Portugal in
November/December for an artist in residency
program and exhibition- one which I found and
applied to through a social media platform.
Social media also helps in the development of my
artwork ideas. One of my Instagram pages
(@theinspirationbehind) consists of painters
which inspire my work. I take ideas from their
color palettes, themes, forms and let them inform
my work during art experiments. Social media and
the Internet is a great tool, but a terrible master.
That’s why I create my own rules, making sure I
spend time on the platform consciously.▶

That’s why I 

create my 

own rules.
How has social media and the 
Internet influenced your work?

Keep going.  It get’s better.



1. What do I want to be remembered for?
A. Being quiet but REALLY nice.
B. Being a physically pleasing woman.
C. The work (my creations/message).



SEE
christina ramberg

julie curtiss
Tomoo gotika

Lala Drona

Q: Who are some artists that inspire your
work?

L.D.: Christina Quarles and her body
distortion, Tomoo Gotika and his use of
black and white, Julie Curtiss and the use
of feminine symmetry, Alex Gardner and
his use of color and figurative technique,
Christina Ramberg and her themes of
female bondage…just to name a few.

Q: Does social media give you anxiety?
L.D.: Yes, most definitely. I’m not perfect.
I implement rules and theories regarding
how I want my relationship with social
media to be, but there are moments when
it still takes control over me. I find myself
getting lost in the feed, or checking it way
too often to the detriment of my work. I
wrote a poem examining this topic called
“Between screen and canvas” inspired by
the urge to paint, and the pull I feel to
return to the screen. It’s a struggle we all
have to navigate today. However, I often
ask myself, “What do I want to be
remembered for?” The answer is always
“the work.” If I don’t create, I’ll never
develop my craft. I’ll never touch or inspire
others.▶



We reduce our 

work to 

hashtags.

the rat race.
Q: What do you think about Internet

success?
L.D.: I love the fact that the internet has
expanded opportunities and visibility for
artists. Although, it also seems like
everything lasts for a shorter time
period. It seems like our lives,
creations and stories are becoming
more easily heard and more easily
forgotten. Or perhaps not forgotten,
but stored and dismissed. We don’t
take time to appreciate things anymore,
to repeatedly listen or study pieces of
art. Artists can feel like a drowned out
voice amongst the masses. However,
it’s a distraction and a waste of time to
compare yourself to others online. I’m
a believer that the revolution will not be
televised—anything world-changing,

due to fear of disappearing or becoming
not relevant to the Internet. We reduce
our work to hashtags that make it more
searchable but reduce the meaning into
something debatable by those who have
totally missed the point in the first place.
This “instant recognition” rat-race is a
distraction from the real work. I’m not
trying to be recognized in the present; I’m
not trying to go viral now…but instead, I’m
playing the long game. I want my work
and my story to become a reference in art
history in order to inspire others. You
have to be strategic to achieve that, not
obsess over the tactical. ▶

the work itself, the
conversations with other
artists, don’t make it
online. It’s easy to
rationalize our social
media contributions
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1. Circle the correct statement:
A: The year 2018 was a great year for women.
B. The year 2018 was a horrible year for women.



Q: With the amount of created media
out there on the internet, it seems like
critique and labels in the form of
hashtags are everywhere. Do you
ever feel boxed in to a certain
movement or label?

L.D.: Since the world changes so
quickly, I’m not concerned with
present labels anymore. It feels like
every 30 seconds there’s a new one
anyway. The first time I was
confronted with others labeling me as
an artist was after I painted “The
Breast Series.” I painted my naked
body, in order to accept my breast
reconstruction and promote self-
acceptance in others. I painted self-
portraits in order to expose my non-
conventional body and promote body
positivity. Journalists started calling
me a feminist artist, and at that point I
hadn’t thought of myself as a feminist
artist, because the intentions behind
my work were not political. I asked
myself why painting portraits of a body
was a political act. I realized that
being a woman using her voice is
inherently political. Being a woman
that takes control of her sexuality, and
offers representations of alternative
bodies and experience is political.
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This is because when we give a
platform to women, it validates a
reality not belonging to the
dominant male narrative, which
threatens the legitimacy of the
current patriarchal structure. I
suppose I was naïve to think I was
just painting portraits, but I grew
up fast! Overall, when it comes to
getting labeled, I have no control
over what the press and social
media say about me. It’s their job
to try and box you in, and it’s your
job to not give a shit and create.▶

a woman using her 

voice is inherently 

political.

Lala Drona



Q: How has social media changed 
artists’ experience?

L.D.: In a world where we are
bombarded with digital images at every
moment of the day, I think we are
becoming desensitized. The visual
world we experience is overstimulated,
saturated in lights and color to the point
of exhaustion. This is the reason I paint
in grays: to express this fatigue, but
also to invite the viewer in for visual
repose and longer introspection. I think
that the oversaturation of digital images
has made it that much more important
to go out and see paintings IRL. Having
a real life relationship with the painting
can evoke feelings of the sublime more
easily than the image on the screen.

Q: What about the mandatory 
narcissism that social media 
creates?

L.D.: Earlier in my career, mostly during
the “Breast Series,” I was called a
narcissist by critics. I don’t like others
policing what I do or silencing me and
my fellow females in any way. A
woman who paints her own image, an
image historically solely represented by
male artists, is powerful. I think the
label “narcissist” is too often misused
and instead weaponized against
women taking control of their own
image (online or IRL.) If being a
“narcissist” today means having
visibility, presence, a voice, and loving
myself inside and out, then okay, I’m a
narcissist.◼

my

“narcissist” is the new “bitch.”

hurts


